
1st dam
FAST RED ROSE SI 90, by Mr Jess Perry. Winner to 3, $14,180. Sister to Fast Prize Doll SI 102. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, 6 to race, all ROM, 4 winners—Rosas Coronas SI 92 (f. by Corona Cartel) Winner to 3, $33,027, finalist in the Remington Park Oklahoma Bred Derby [R] [G3], qualified to OQRHA Mystery Futurity [R] [G3].

Valiant Norther SI 87 (g. by Valiant Hero). Winner to 3, $26,985.
Get Away Car SI 86 (g. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, 2019, $18,731.

2nd dam
FAST FIRST PRIZE SI 102, by Heza Fast Man. 3 wins at 2, $244,929, Heritage Place Futurity [G1]. Sister to HEZA FAST DASH SI 103 ($136,123 [G2]).
Out of First Prize Dash SI 101 (Broodmare of the Year; AQHA Dam of Distinction). Dam of 24 foals to race, all ROM, including—

FAST PRIZE ZOOM SI 112 (f. by Shazoom). 3 wins to 3, $192,875, West Texas Futurity [G1]-NWR, 300y in 0:14.678, finalist Rainbow Futurity [G1].

Set NTR 300y. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME SI 87 ($132,653 [G2]).

Fast Prize Doll SI 102 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 3, $85,762, 3rd Harrah’s Ent. Fut. [G2].

Fast Prize JORDAN SI 109 ($203,724), DOUBLE DASH SI 95 ($73,738), Fast Prize ROBYN SI 94, Fast Prize Doll Too SI 98 ($21,674), Ms Corona Doll SI 96, Fast Prize Shinely SI 98 (2 wins, $51,757); granddam of JORDAN EAGLE SI 107 ($180,911).

Ms Fast First Prize SI 93 (f. by DMVN Mountable). 2 wins to 4, $77,738, 2nd West Texas Derby [G3], finalist in the Texas Classic Derby [G1].

Fast Prize Country SI 101. 4 wins, $50,414, 2nd Dastardly Desert Dash S.


Ferarri Fast Prize SI 92 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed. Dam of FERRARI JAMES SI 107 ($296,860 [G3]), V Power SI 91 ($279,419 [R] [G2]).

Ferarri GT SI 97 ($167,659 [G1]).

Fast Prize Angie SI 86 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Placed in 2 starts. Dam of DASHIN FOR A PRIZE SI 110 ($275,770, Dash for Cash Derby [G3]).


Accredited Oklahoma Bred; embryo transfer
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